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Illustration: Quiz (test questions).The environment is only one of many external pressures facing industry, but as such needs to be integrated into the overall management function of an organisation. A independent stand alone EMS would not function effectively.A description of an EMS is: a planned and co-ordinated set of management actions, operating procedures, documentation and record-keeping, implemented by a specific organisational structure with defined responsibilities, accountabilities and resources, and aimed at the prevention of adverse environmental effects as well as the promotion of actions and activities that preserve and/or enhance environmental quality. 
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• Structured approach to deal with environmental 
responsibilities 

• Control of significant environmental aspects 

• Compliance with legislation 

• Improvement of environmental performance 

• Fulfil environmental expectations of interested 
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Presentation Notes
Organisations throughout the world are introducing Environmental Management Systems (EMS) because it is intended to help them to: 	Define a basic set of principles that guide their approach to their		environmental responsibilities in the future 	Identify and control their environmental aspects, impacts and risks 	Achieve their environmental policy, objectives and targets, including 		compliance with environmental legislation.	Establish goals for environmental performance, ensuring a balance between costs 	and benefits	Determine what resources are needed to achieve those goals, assign 		responsibility for them and commit the necessary resources	Define and document specific tasks, responsibilities, authorities and procedures 	to ensure that every employee acts to help minimise or eliminate the organisation’s 	negative impact on the environment 	Communicate these  throughout the organisation, and train people to effectively 	fulfil their responsibilities	Measure performance against pre-agreed standards and goals, and modify the 		approach as necessary
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•  Legislation and enforcement 
–  Compliance 

–  Liability 

–  Investments 

–  Clean up costs 
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The basis of liability is being broadened in many countries to cover any environmental damage without evidence of fault (“strict” liability). The related business risks include the loss of freedom to operate and the imposition of civil or criminal penalties directly on top management. The authorities may increase the level of control and be less amenable to negotiation and compromise with an organisation which is known to have permit compliance problems , than with an organisation with a good compliance record.Organisations in a growing number of countries are also facing emergency abatement notices, where authorities order them to stop production until the emergency has passed. In some cases, industries have been forced to relocate or to make substantial capital investments in new pollution control equipment. In others, organisations have been forced to pay for cleaning up the problem. 
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•  Pressure from interested parties 
– Financial institutions: 
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– Environmental interest groups,  
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Illustration: After this sheet: Interview or statement of a representative of Greenpeace or other environmental NGO.Organisations are expected to be good citizens. There is growing peer pressure to maintain certain minimum standards and an accepted level of vigilance to guard against environmental problems. Many people believe that an organisation with poor environmental performance cannot possibly produce high-quality products. Consumers increasingly favour products which are produced under conditions which are viewed as less onerous on the environment.Other stakeholders such as financial institutions and insurance companies increasingly evaluate the environmental performance of an organisation in the course of their evaluation of them as a potential or an existing client, before further services are rendered or favourable conditions are negotiated.The local community is an important “customer” for every organisation. The most successful companies in industry today take the view that they must “earn the right” to operate in each community. These organisations raise the standards of environmental performance for their competitors. Organisations who disregard the concerns of the local community with respect to pollution sometimes find their applications for permits, and their entrance gates, blocked by protesters. Opposition can result in costly delays in obtaining planning and construction permits, plus difficulties with the regulators.
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•  Awareness, image, reputation 
–  Corporate image: 

•  Publicise performance progress 

–  Prevent impact on business: 
•  Liability, cost,  

•  business interruption,  

•  negative publicity,  

•  damage to image 
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Presentation Notes
Environmental and consumer groups are becoming more influential in many countries. They can affect an organisation’s image at home and abroad, as well as its ability to sell goods and obtain loans or capital investment. Environmental disputes can harm an organisation’s reputation; turn the attention of managers and workers away from their main responsibilities; lower morale and bring the organisation into a state of uncertainty and confusion.“Clean” companies are frequently perceived as good neighbours and responsible who inspire confidence in authorities and customers. They are more likely to be consulted by policy makers who are preparing new legislation. They may have a stronger negotiating position with the regulators in case of accidents; pollution abatement and environmental improvement plans. As an  organisation’s environmental performance improves, it can publicise its progress to increase its value and possibly its market share. For example, some companies have public environmental policies and action plans. They document their progress towards reducing pollution and meeting their environmental goals. Other organisations publicise their use of recycled materials or cleaner technology. Others develop products which use recycled or biodegradable materials, or meet customer demands for less hazardous wastes, and market their products as “green”.Organisations are expected to be good citizens. There is growing peer pressure to maintain certain minimum standards and an accepted level of vigilance to guard against environmental problems. Many people believe that an organisation with poor environmental performance cannot possibly produce high-quality products. Consumers increasingly favour products which are produced under conditions which are viewed as less onerous on the environment.Other stakeholders such as financial institutions and insurance companies increasingly evaluate the environmental performance of an organisation in the course of their evaluation of them as a potential or an existing client, before further services are rendered or favourable conditions are negotiated.The local community is an important “customer” for every organisation. The most successful companies in industry today take the view that they must “earn the right” to operate in each community. These organisations raise the standards of environmental performance for their competitors. Organisations who disregard the concerns of the local community with respect to pollution sometimes find their applications for permits, and their entrance gates, blocked by protesters. Opposition can result in costly delays in obtaining planning and construction permits, plus difficulties with the regulators.
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•  Competitiveness 
– Environmental cost 

– Meeting customers’ expectations 

– Compliance with national and international performance 
and system standards 
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An organisation can lose its competitive position in domestic as well as international markets by failing to pay attention to environmental issues. The most obvious way is through higher costs which come from wasted materials and energy. An organisation which fails to take the environment into account can produce lower quality products which may be rejected by customers. Exposure to wastes and pollution may cause injury or illness in the workers or in the local community.  “Green consumerism” is now a significant market force. Producers that sell to consumers frequently demand that their suppliers meet newer, tougher product environmental criteria. Such demands can range from assurances that the products supplied meet all legal requirements in the country to which they are exported to demands that suppliers meet certain minimum environmental criteria in their own business and manufacturing practices. High standards for the quality of a product may mean that a supplier must impose equally high standards on his production process. Some companies may impose process standards directly on their suppliers, and monitor compliance with their standards. Laws may be passed by parliaments many thousands of kilometres away which have no direct jurisdiction over the organisation, but which – by banning a product or product component – can put an organisation out of business. 
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•  Finance 
–  Cost savings 

–  Reducing taxes / levies 

–  Controlling liabilities  
• (acceptance criterion from banks and insurance 

companies) 
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Illustration: After this sheet: Interview or statement of a representative of the Banking community.Organisations, who can reduce waste and energy consumption or even eliminate pollution, can achieve significant cost savings, and thus be more competitive. Common cleaner production opportunities are found in areas such as energy efficiency, emission reductions, recycling or recovering value from waste, minimising raw material usage, etc.Organisations are often encouraged by economic incentives such as taxes or levies on emissions. Banks review the environmental liabilities of a company before securing finance for the capital asset. Similar trends occur with insurance companies. An organisation with lower environmental risks can fund projects more easily, at more favourable interest rates and at lower insurance costs.Tougher legislation can also lead to higher production costs, not only because of new capital investments required by the organisation, but also because of new requirements imposed on the organisation’s suppliers, e.g. the power generation company. Organisations who can foresee the impacts of regulatory developments on their activities are in a position to reduce the costs of compliance. Those without environmental problems have staff who are free to concentrate on their main tasks without fear of major disruption from accidents or public protests about the environmental impacts from the organisation’s activities. 
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Risks: 

1. Loss of access to markets 

2. Loss of competitive position 

3. Loss of reputation 

4. Government penalties and controls 

Opportunities: 

1. Commercial 

2. Cost savings 

3. Company image 
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Presentation Notes
Environmental issues have increasingly important implications for the business world. Environmental concerns can positively or negatively affect the extent to which an organisation achieves its goals. The environment presents risks as well as opportunities. Successful organisations try to manage these risks and utilise the opportunities. They do this either to save money, by lowering costs and reducing exposure to liabilities or to make money, by expanding market share or accessing new markets. Environmental risk may be: contamination of a product to the extent that it is unacceptable to foreign 	markets,   injury or illness of workers or local communities,  pollution which undermines the position of the organisation in the 		national or international market. Environmental opportunities may be the chance to reduce production costs by reduction of energy and optimum resource consumption, reduction of pollution, recycling wastes, or it may be being able to sell a product to a market which imposes tough environmental requirements. 
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